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Ultraportable
at just 5.6 lbs.

1000 ANSI lumens
corner-to-corner brightness

HyperZoom control
instantly targets and
enlarges the fine print at
the touch of a button

Connects to virtually
any computer or 
video source

Digital Keystone
Correction 

Built-in control panel
and remote control

From Lightware, the makers of portable and affordable projectors, comes our

most powerful digital projector yet. Introducing the 1000 lumen, true-XGA

Traveler.  At just 5.6 pounds, it’s ready to hit the road when you are.  

The Traveler also comes with Lightware’s HyperZoom technology that lets you

focus in on the tiniest details in your presentation.  The HyperZoom control

works like a wireless mouse and expands your slide view at the touch of a button.

Of course, the Traveler comes with all the great features you have come to enjoy

from Lightware.  The Traveler detects your computer or video source at a touch 

of a button; so set-up is a snap. You can quickly perform great presentations from

your PC or watch your favorite movies on a 300-inch screen. This means you can

enjoy the Lightware Traveler whether you’re at work or play.  
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ATA Shipping Case
ATA certified shipping case
suitable for world-wide shipping
and checked baggage. Also fits
in overhead bins.

Rolling Soft Case
Accommodates any Lightware
projector and most laptops in
one case with room left over.

Specifications

Included with every
Traveler Projector:

The Lightware message

Our philosophy on
products stems from our

focus and commitment to
you—the customer. We
drive our designs based

on our close relationships
with you and your true

requirements. As a result,
we promise to provide

only high performance,
easy-to-use and

affordable projectors
with responsive

customer support.

AverEPack Controller
Conduct presentations without a computer!
Simply store all of your presentation files into
a CompactFlash card, insert the card into the
AVerEPack, and you are ready to present.

3 in 1 Remote
Our remote controls your
projector, PC Mouse 
and features a laser pointer. 
It also activates our
HyperZoom and keystone
correction technologies.

Brightness    1000 ANSI lumens

Resolution 1024 x 768 
with compression for 1280x1024

Weight 5.6Lbs (2.5kg)

Size   2.8"(H) x 9.3"(W) x 11.7"(L)

Lamp   150 watt - user replaceable - 1000 hour life
High Performance Compact Lamp

Data Compatibility    SXGA, XGA, SVGA, VGA and MAC

Video Signal/Compatibility   NTSC, PAL, SECAM

Audio   Built-in 1 watt speaker

Projection Lens  1:1.2 manual zoom & focus lens

Keystone Correction Digitally squares image

Power Supply    100v-120v/220v-240v at 50-60hz

Image Size   25" - 300" diagonal

Warranty 2 yrs. parts & labor

HyperZoom    4x seamless digital zoom

Projection Distance 3.9’ - 40.3’

Projection Positions Front, rear, table, ceiling

Optional accessories


